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Common sense knowledge may be learned 
automatically from large scale data bases 

• Large scale data bases (e.g., Yago, Nell) have large amounts of 
instances corresponding to multiple domains

• This information may be processed by machine learning 
algorithms to learn general knowledge (e.g., relations between 
classes)

• Two representative cases are presented:
• Amie

• PRA
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Amie is a method for learning
rules on large RDF knowledge bases

Luis Galárraga

[Galárraga, 2013]
[Galárraga et al., 2014]
[Galárraga et al., 2015]

• The method Amie has been able to learn rules efficiently from 
the large scale data base Yago

• The precision of the learned model is between 60% and 70%
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Previous machine learning methods for
learning rules are not appropriate

• Methods based on a single relation (e.g., PRISM or RIPPER) 
cannot be used because large RDF knowledge bases have 
multiple relations

• Some relational approaches (e.g., ILP systems) are are too 
slow to handle the huge amount of data of large RDF 
knowledge bases
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Examples of learned rules
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• Derive new facts (e.g., to extend the content of the 
knowledge base)

• Check the consistency of the knowledge base
• Help to better understand the data
• Reasoning (e.g., diagnosis)

What is the utility of this type of rules?
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The input data of the Amie method
is a set of facts from the knowledge base

r1(x1, y1),  r2(x2, y2), ...,  rn(xn, yn)

• Triples <relation ri , subject xj , object yk > 
• Instance data (no classes)
• Only positive statements (no negations)
• Example:

livesIn(Adam, Paris)
livesIn(Adam, Rome)
livesIn(Bob, Zurich)
wasBornIn(Adam, Paris)
wasBornIn(Carl, Rome)
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• Partial completeness assumption (PCA):
– If we know one object y for a given subject x and relation r, then we 

know all objects y for that subject x and relation r. 

• This allow us to generate counter-examples in a way that is 
less restrictive than CWA.

Amie assumes partial completeness
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nationality(John, USA)
nationality(Mary, France)

PCA (Partial Completeness Assumption):
nationality(John, USA) = True
nationality(Mary, USA) = False
nationality(Peter, USA) = Unknown

CWA (Closed World Assumption):
nationality(John, USA) = True
nationality(Mary, USA) = False
nationality(Peter, USA) = False

OWA (Open World Assumption):
nationality(John, USA) = True
nationality(Mary, USA) = Unknown
nationality(Peter, USA) = Unknown

Example of partial completness assumption
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A rule 

is represented as

The notation

represents

where is the input knowledge base 

Formal notation used to describe Amie
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Definition: Confidence and support of a rule
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livesIn(Adam, Paris)
livesIn(Adam, Rome)
livesIn(Bob, Zurich)
wasBornIn(Adam, Paris)
wasBornIn(Carl, Rome)

livesIn(Adam, Paris) ∧ wasBornIn(Adam, Paris)

R: livesIn(x, y) à wasBornIn(x, y)

supp(R) = 1

livesIn(x, y) ∧ wasBornIn(x, y)

Example of support
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(Adam, Paris) livesIn(Adam, Paris) ∧ wasBornIn(Adam, Paris)
(Adam, Rome) y'=Paris livesIn(Adam, Paris) ∧ wasBornIn(Adam, Paris)
(Bob, Zurich) livesIn(Bob, ...)∧ wasBornIn(Bob, ...)
(Carl, Rome) livesIn(Carl, ...)∧ wasBornIn(Carl, ...)

Confidence(R) = 1/2 

livesIn(Adam, Paris)
livesIn(Adam, Rome)
livesIn(Bob, Zurich)
wasBornIn(Adam, Paris)
wasBornIn(Carl, Rome)

R: livesIn(x, y) à wasBornIn(x, y)

Example of confidence
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Quantifies the ratio of the known true facts that are 
implied by the rule

Definition: Head coverage of a rule
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Supp(R) = 1     livesIn(Adam, Paris) ∧ wasBornIn(Adam, Paris)

Size(wasBornIn) = 2 wasBornIn(Adam, Paris), wasBornIn(Carl, Rome)

hc(R) = 1/2 Supp(R) / Size(wasBornIn)

livesIn(Adam, Paris)
livesIn(Adam, Rome)
livesIn(Bob, Zurich)
wasBornIn(Adam, Paris)
wasBornIn(Carl, Rome)

R: livesIn(x, y) à wasBornIn(x, y)

Example of head coverage
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Take a rule from a queue (initially, all atoms):
1. Check end condition (maximum length, ...).
2. Expand the rule to produce new rules (using mining 

operators).
3. Prune (metrics, duplicates, etc.).
4. Put the new rule in the queue.

Search space is restricted to closed Horn rules (no free variables).

Amie algorithm
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1. Add Dangling Atom (OD)
This operator adds a new atom to a rule. The new atom uses a 
fresh variable for one of its two arguments. The other argument is 
a variable that is shared with the rule, i.e., it occurs in some other 
atom of the rule.

2. Add Instantiated Atom (OI)
This operator adds a new atom to a rule that uses an entity for one 
argument and shares the other argument (variable) with the rule.

3. Add Closing Atom (OC)
This operator adds a new atom to a rule so that both of its 
arguments are shared with the rule.

There are several operators to expand a rule
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Example

1. Initially:
livesIn(y, z) 

2. Expand with operator OD (Add dangling atom):
isMarriedTo(x, y) à livesIn(y, z)

3. Expand with operator OC (Add closing atom):
livesIn(x, z)∧ isMarriedTo(x, y) à livesIn(y, z)
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• Minimum head coverage = 0.01
• Minimum confidence = 0.1
• Maximum length = 3

Amie uses several hyper-parameters 
to decide whether a rule is valid
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Rules with 4 or more atoms are normally wrong or not useful:

Amie learn rules with 2 or 3 atoms
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Practical solutions for efficiency:
• Language bias (search space restricted to closed Horn clauses, etc.)
• Pruning heuristics (only connected facts, etc.)
• Approximation of confidence measures instead of exact calculation
• Optimized storage implementation

The learning speed is one of the
strengths of this method
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https://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-
systems/research/yago-naga/amie

Web site:
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Software implementing Amie
is available for free download
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The website shows learning results
using different knowledge bases
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William CohenNi Lao

• PRA: Path Ranking Algorithm
• PRA learns rules in the form of path types
• PRA is limited to data sources represented with triplets

PRA is a method for learning rules 
from large knowledge bases

[Lao et al., 2011]
[Lao, 2012] 
[Lao et al., 2015]
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Nell

PRA is part of Nell
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Cervantes

profession

writer

Example: what is the profession of Cervantes?

carpenter painter

(Cervantes, profession, ?X)
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writer

Don Quixote

is_a

Cervantes

profession

Walk from «Cervantes» to «writer»

write

Novel

painter?

n1 n2 n3 n4 n5

p1 p2 p3 p5 p6

< write , is_a , is_a -1 , write -1 , profession >
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Definition: path type

• Sequence of edge types <r1, r2, ..., rn>  corresponding to relation labels:

• Examples:

<write, is_a, is_a-1, write-1, profession>

"The professions of the persons who wrote something of the same class of what 
was written by the query person"

<born_in, born_in-1>

“the persons who were born in the same town as the query person”

<born_in, born_in-1, nationality>

“the nationalities of persons who were born in the same town as the query person

• IDEA: We can learn path types for candidate relations
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Probability of reaching the object t from the subject s 
by a random walk that instantiates the path type

• We can efficiently calculate this probability using sampling 
techniques

• This probability can be used to predict whether the 
relation ! ", $ is true
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profession(Cervantes, writer):      4/5 = 80% of paths
profession(Cervantes, painter): 1/5 = 20% of paths

P(Cervantes à writer; < write, is_a, is_a -1, write -1, profession >) = 0.8

P(Cervantes à painter; < write, is_a, is_a -1, write -1, profession >) = 0.2

writer

Don Quixote

is_a

Cervantes

profession

write

Novel

painter?

n1 n2 n3 n4 n5

p1 p2 p3 p5 p6

Example
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How good is a path type?

Accuracy of a path (for relation r): 
Probability of reaching any correct answer node following the path:

Hits of a path (for relation r):
Number of queries for which path  leads to any correct answer:

Where:
I( ) is the indicator function, and
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A path type is selected when:

acc(π) ≥ a    (e.g., a = 0.01)

hits(π) ≥ h   (e.g., h = 2)

When is a path type selected?

Example:
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RULE 11:  teamHomeStadium(x, s) ∧ stadiumLocatedInCity(s, c) à teamPlaysInCity (x, c)
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• A Google initiative to construct a large knowledge 
base using relational machine learning

[Dong et al., 2014]
[Nickel et al., 2015]

«Knowledge Vault» was proposed for building a 
knowledge base using machine learning
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